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MIRROR
FLARE’13 set out to dazzle anyone within reach,
and boy, did it succeed! Enthralling one and all, it
was the center piece of our lives as, between the
22nd and 25th of March, all else was put on a back
burner.
This exciting, incredible, action-packed flood of
activity takes over this university every year as
spring blossoms on our campus. All in all it was a
reward in itself for all participants, organisers
and attendees, a grand extravaganza that shall
forever glow in our memories.

M

essage From the Editorial Team

Before anything else, in the spirit of lauding honest

achievement (and not a small amount of excitement and
pride) it is our privilege to inform you, our honoured and loyal reader, that this is officially the first issue of our second volume. SLS Mirror has completed a year of regular publication,
the first of what we hope are many years to come. It could not
be at a better time, for this is the month of our university’s
annual festival, the techno-cultural extravaganza, Flare. We
are immensely proud of both and all of the other valued and
varied things that have occurred on campus this past month.
Here at PDPU, events have always been something of a
struggle. Not the onerous kind, where you think of friction
and malcontent, but the kind where ambition and practicality
regularly dual for top place in our endeavours, as we strain to
balance everything we wish for with what we can show-off in
the here and now. The benchmarks we set ourselves are so
very high, because we are constantly challenging ourselves to
do better – better than what was before, better than what any
one of us could dream of; after all, the whole is always greater
than its parts.
We are a young institution—ever growing, ever learning. Part of that growing is to take what we get and turn it into
something better, roll with the punches, and turn every curveball into a hit, and not let changes or straying from the set pattern result in deviating from the bar of excellence set in previous years.
At the risk of sounding self-aggrandising, we accomplished that and so much more with Flare ‘13, which was a
resounding success.
Among the other things happening this month, we also
celebrated International Women’s Day, international events,
creative ones, as well as the launch of our wall magazine and a
new campus literary magazine, coverage of which you will
find in this issue.
It is thus with much fondness and pride that the SLS
Mirror team brings you this issue.
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lethora of Activities
Brilliantly Alight—Flare’13
Blazing New Trials, Making New Moves

Every year the entire PDPU campus is decorated and decked up for its annual techno-cultural
event ‘Flare’. This year was no different, as the entire University geared up for this greatest of all festivals, famous for its diverse array of events, ranging from sporting to cooking and music to quizzing.
The campus was adorned with black and white
chess showpieces and fliers for the theme
‘Shatranj’.
The 22nd, 23rd and 24th of March saw scores
of students from PDPU and many other colleges
who participated in
many activities enthusiastically. These events
were wonderfully organized by the responsible students. The flagship
events
were
Ablaze, the ultimate
dancing showdown, At-Mosh-Sphere, where the
rock bands battled it out for the top crown, Melodia, a music competition and E-chai Insights, organized by the Rotaract Club to nourish the entrepreneurial spirit among college youth. On the technical side, there were events like Proyecto and Robotics that drew
the
engineering
students,
while
Runway, the Fashion show & competition, saw a large
audience cheering
and clapping. Apart
from these, events like the Mega Quiz organized by
the Quiz Club of PDPU, Mind Ripple; literary events
by the literary club, Jharokha;
painting and sketching competitions by Rang, the fine arts club,
and the Mr. & Ms. Flare competition, all drew heavy participation too.
There were events that
were about social awareness
like Ultimate Frisbee, organized
by the students of School of Liberal Studies associated with the

agenda of breast cancer awareness along with an
anti-smoking campaign. Photography workshops
and exhibitions by the Photography club of PDPU,
Sorisso and Psych Thriller Spoofing by Speculum,
the psychology club of PDPU together formed the
cynosure of Flare.
During the live concert or Pro-Night, the
famous Bollywood singer, Neeraj Shridhar, set the
stage on fire and made the audience groove and
sway to the tunes of his dance numbers. The audience was thoroughly enthralled and entertained.
The closing night was an unending feast for music
lovers as first the final segment of At-Mosh-Sphere,
a performance by Joshish and the closing act,
Susmit Sen Chronicles, the former lead guitarist of
Indian Ocean all combined to make the night an
unforgettable and resonant experience.
In all, the entire festival was memorable
and a huge success, all thanks to the dedicated,
persistent and consistent organizing committee.
-Hrim Shah
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On Display in SLS – New Wall Magazine

Be who you are and say what you feel, because
“those
who mind don't matter and those who matter
- Dr. Suess

“

don't mind.

Chatoyance means ‘Reflecting a Streak of
Golden Light’. Shining so bright when we stand together We are the white light with the colors we
gather Praised for our worth; the qualities we hold
in And when United we are, we look Golden!
The Chatoyance magazine was created and
published in 2007 by SLS students with an aim to
ink down the voyage of the first three batches of
SLS. The magazine was a gratitude to SLS, for the
platform it has provided to us and the beautiful
family that we proudly call – the largest of families
existing anywhere in the world (and it keeps growing by about a hundred members every year!).
“My long sought wish has been to have our
own wall magazine.” These words by Dr. Nigam
Dave never left my mind and the inspiration of creating a wall magazine grew stronger and stronger
with each passing day. And hence, with a vague
idea in my mind, with Parth to construct the idea,
with Hrim, Jasmine, Shivani and Saksham to give
their innovative inputs, with Disha to decorate our
thoughts and with Aashima as a constant thinking
wagon, Chatoyance II, the wall magazine, with the
theme – Hues , was inaugurated on March 18th,
2013 by Dr. Nigam Dave, Dean SLS.

The Wall Magazine contains various sections such as Interview with other Liberal Arts’
students, faculty corner, art, photography, what’s
trending, what’s next, bloopers, open – ended story, book review, movie review, etc. We also have
an SOT and SPT corner for articles or news from
other schools. We have tried to keep the wall magazine multi -lingual and hence, there shall be articles in Hindi and Gujarati as well.
‘Chatoyance’ shall have a theme in every issue. In
the April issue, the theme of the Wall Magazine is
‘Farewell’ for our dear, beloved seniors who shall
climb to another step in the quest of their lives.
They shall not be seen around but would always be
there in our memories. We hope that they like our
way of saying a fare well.
- Durva Vyas
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Workshop on Creative
Fiction -Writing for Batch 2012

Indo-Senegalese Trade Relation:
The SME Way

Creative Fictional Writing is a way of writing that is not factual, but an original composition.
Fictional writing often takes the form of a story
either meant to convey an author’s point of view
or to entertain people.
Mr. Salil Desai – an author and a filmmaker
based in Pune was invited to conduct a two day
workshop of creative fiction writing on the 16th
and 17th of March, 2013 for the second semester
students of the School of Liberal Studies as a part
of their audit workshop.

On March 14th, 2013, students of the
School of Liberal Studies, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University got to interact with Mr. Mabouso
Thiam the Director General of Agency for Development of Small and Medium scale Enterprises of
Senegal.
The session, in perfect alignment with the
aim of the School of Liberal Studies to provide its
students with international exposure of an entrepreneurial nature, was interactive and fruitful.
The DG, who was delighted to revert to his native
tongue, French, with our students, for a short
while though, showered praise on Gujarat’s propensity to encourage its youth to walk on the path
of Entrepreneurship. He shed valuable light on the
scope, contribution and hopeful future of SMEs in
Senegal, the common aspects of SMEs in India and
his experience from his trip to our country. Also
accompanying him was Mr. Jagat Shah, with whom
the DG for SMEs in Senegal is planning on opening
an Indo-Senegal Chamber of Commerce, here in
Ahmedabad.
He shared his experiences like that of
working with the World Bank and inspired the
students to aspire whatever they wish. He also expressed his interest and encouragement in seeing
collaborations between India and Senegal in the
Student Sector, via AIESEC or different university
partnerships.
It was a great session that opened up yet
another avenue for student globalization and was
another feather in the cap of the ProEntrepreneurship Lobby.
- Shashank Sreedharan

The topics included in the two-day workshop were – beginnings, opening sentences, plot
points, character development, plot development,
setting descriptions, titles, dialogue writing and
endings. Students were introduced to a range of
tricks and tools of writing through various exercises and discussions. By the end of the workshop,
all the students had their own stories which were
critically analyzed by the class. This workshop
triggered the young, amateur minds not only to
think creatively but also in a versatile form.
Remember, writing can uncover something
within us that we are unaware of: feelings that
may remain hidden unless given expression
through the magical art of writing. So, from now
on - Commit your idea’s to paper! Your brain is a
thinking organ not a memory stick!
- Jasmine Pereira
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SLS students visit National Institute of Occupational Health

SLS students from Psychology department
visited the Indian Council of Medical Research’s
National Institute of Occupational Health (NIOH)
on 20th March, 2013. The institute is research oriented with a focus on occupational and environmental health problems in the country, and their
aim is to identify problems and address them. They
use the tools of research, education and information propagation to reach their aims.
NIOH has carried out groundbreaking research into many occupational disorders and has
developed precautionary and control measures in
both organized and unorganized sectors. These
control measures have been popular and accepted
by workers and employers.
Dr. S. R. Tripathi briefed the students on the
various departments of NIOH, such as the Air Pollution Unit, Environmental Carcinogen Unit and
the Laboratory Animal Facility. The Occupational
Physiology & Ergonomics division undertakes research in the fields of Occupational Physiology,
Health and Safety in Industry, Environmental
Physiology, Ergonomics and other such areas.
The visit gave the students exposure to problems
in the occupational environment and their solutions, as well as providing students with an interest in Psychology from a prospective career standpoint insight into the discipline of Environmental
Psychology.
- Kajal Dungerwal and Aakanksha Vira

Launch of Extraordinary Women –
A Lecture Series
On the International Women’s Day, 8th of
March 2013, Women’s Cell PDPU in association
with CII Young Indians, GRC and the Government
of Gujarat launched the Extraordinary Women Lecture series. This lecture series shall have 12 lectures in a year on topics such as Women & Business, Women & Law, Women & Leadership, Women & Education, Public Relations & Networking,
Harassment at Workplace, etc. The objective behind this launch is to create an environment of
gender justice where men and women can work
together with a sense of personal security and dignity.
This special occasion was graced by Smt.
Vasuben Trivedi, Minister of State and Anju Sharma, IAS, Secretary- Women and Child Development
Department, Government of Gujarat. The event began with an introductory speech by Ms. Urmi
Satyan- Convener, Women’s Cell followed by
speeches of the esteemed guests. Ms. Anju, in her
special address, spoke about how gender sensitization needs to be viewed as a social change and
about the need to address the issues related to
women’s rights right from birth. Smt. Vasuben
spoke about becoming extraordinary women with
the help of education and excelling in career while
retaining our cultural values. This was followed by
an interactive session with the students. The event
ended with Ms. Neeta Khurana summarizing the
discussion and presenting the vote of thanks. This
event sensitized the audience with Women’s Issues
in India.
- Karan Pala
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Adventure Trip to Sembal Paani

Students of second semester, School of Liberal Studies, were taken on a two-day ‘Nature and
Adventure Camp’ to Sembal Paani. Sembalpaani is
a tribal village in Banaskantha District. The place
is unique and surrounded by dates trees, open
scrubland and farm lands on hillocks of Aravalli. It
is a part of Balaram - Ambaji wildlife sanctuary
which has a wonderful art in the form of rocks with
scenic beauty of Nature. There is a beautiful monsoonal waterfall called Pareva. The camp was about
reconnecting with oneself and everyone around
us. Most importantly, it was connecting with Nature – a lesson in humility.
The first day kick started with trekking on
a cacti laden field and through giant rocks which
was followed by peak climbing in the evening. The
2 well-known peaks of the area were called
‘Digmo’ and ‘Rathi’. We got an opportunity to
climb the former, that too without any equipment
or prior experience.
The peak of Digmo gifted us with an overwhelming sunset while we began the ‘Night Trek’,
where each one of us felt alive like we probably
had never before. With a beautiful, starry sky over
us, strangely symbolic of heaven, watching over
us, we descended. The happiness we felt at seeing
a concrete road again was unimaginable and water became a Holy Drink. Fatigue made us fall fast
asleep even though we had all planned to spend
the night chatting.

Day 2 was a more ‘clinical’ day. We started
with exploring the school for the tribal children
within camp and learning their educational model.
This was followed by rappelling and learning the

art of knotting.
As we trudged along to camp after that session, there was a visible change in mood that came
with the realization that an amazing experience
was drawing to its end. Our last session involved
learning to pitch and pack up tents – an essential
skill for anyone interested in trekking/
mountaineering. With that, our trip came to an
end with unforgettable memories.
- Shashank Sreedharan

Workshop on New and
Renewable Energy
PDPU organized ‘Asian Development Bank – Japan
New and Renewable Energy / EV Workshop’ on
12th of March 2013. The workshop aimed at sharing the knowledge and experience of various professionals and senior government officials from
India and Japan on the latest developments in the
solar smart community and electric vehicles technologies. Moreover, this workshop also provided a
platform to develop a roadmap for creation of innovative and sustainable interventions in the energy sector of India. The Chief Guest, Shri Ashok
Lavasa, presented his thoughts on clean energy
and its future in India. Mr. Kiyoshi Sawaki, Director, METI; Prof. Hideyuki
Horii, Department of Civil
Engineering, University of
Tokyo and Mr. Reji Kumar
Pillai, President, India Smart
Grid Forum also shared
their ideas.
- Hrim Shah
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Shamiana at PDPU—Short Film
Screenings

Lead Green -Environmental Internship

Shamiana – India’s only dedicated and fastest growing short-film club founded by Mr. Cyrus
Dastur has always attracted people to the way the
short-films are showcased and later discussed.
The evening of March 15, 2013 in PDPU Auditorium was no different. Over 400 people from all age
groups were put under a spell while watching the
screenings of the short films.

Yash Patel, student of 2012 batch of the School of
Liberal Studies recently completed Lead Green with
AIESEC PDPU. Here is his account, in his own words.

The Video Graphics Association (VGA) club
of PDPU along with other clubs on campus and
students of the School of Liberal Studies organized
the screenings of the Oscar Nominated Short
Films - La Luna (Animated), Pentecost, Death Of
The Shadow, Time Freak and The Kinematograph
(Animated) as a part of Pre-Flare events.
Mr. Anwar Jamal, Director of CPIFT (City
Pulse Institute of Films and Television) and Professor T. Harinarayan with his wife graced the
event with their presence. The screenings were
followed by an interactive session with the audience along with a discussion about why the
youngsters have lost passion to make good films.
The short film screenings by Shamiana has
surely created an impact on the minds of people in
relation to the genre of short films.
Jasmine Pereira

Earlier this year, I was part of Lead Green,
a 6 weeks environmental internship/campaign to
inspire the people of Mauritius especially the
youth to clean up, fix up and conserve their local
environment and adopt eco-friendly lifestyles.
This project was an AIESEC facilitated internship
from the highly active and successful AIESEC
PDPU Chapter. As with most such international
developmentally oriented programs, the Lead
Green project, aimed at increasing empowerment
with the knowledge of various environmental issues and what can be done to address them. Targeting a wide audience ranging from
students of all ages
to participants of
the business world
as corporate partners, the project attempts to provide a starting
point to making a difference in a practical way.
It is being a student of PDPU that gave me
such a huge opportunity in which I got to explore
myself and explore the world and learn how to
express myself freely. A project like this one,
which was conducted with the University of Technology, Mauritius, allows you to participate in
such a wonderful project and at the same time and
lets you be who are. I am proud to have a chance
to be a part of this incredible program and I hope I
was able to make a meaningful contribution.
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reati-witty
The Angel in Me
I sat in corner and count the lies,

And mistakes I made that changed my life.
Thought I could manage but reality bites,
I have shelter but I can’t hide.
I did wrong and I am ashamed,
But I don’t regret, ‘coz I know can change.
I found the demon in me and my mind rings the bell,
And I know in me I also have angel.
They knew that I did something grope,
I lost the loved ones but I can’t lose hope.
Am’ sorry to put them after and first the fame,
But I don’t run away and take the blame.
I would create the chance I know I can never get.
Dear friend, I would create the magic of the day we met.
I found the demon in me that made me as hell,
And I know in me I also have angel.
I know I deserve but won’t cherish the grief,
Will try harder and will win their belief.
My reasons to lies and excuses were vague,
I have been so wrong but never fake.
I believe in me I can make it right,
Because they taught me to stay up and fight.
I will fight the demon in me and would get rid of hell,
‘Coz they found in me the good and angel.
Shivani Singh, SLS12

One Day at A Time
Sometimes it’s hard, to wake up in the morning,
Mind is full of lazy demons,
which are expelled by yawning,
This is a tough choice to make,
a perplexing trade off,
Seeing whether the seeds of efforts
have finally paid off,
Marching forth despite of plenty
gaffes and debacles,
Rising above evil and breaking
free from all its shackles,
It is vital, for the people living
in this time and this age,
To have a firm control on their
pride and their rage,
Because we can only learn to take,
our anger and our hate,
Control our mental states,
settle down and set it straight,
Maybe we can learn to take,
a second to pump the brakes,
Before we spill it regret it later and
let the situation escalate,
But by then it’s just too late,
there’s only so much we can fake,
There’s a limit a threshold,
until which most people tolerate,
Then there’s a time that it just breaks
and the mind duly snaps,
It truly becomes our duty to stand clear
from the booby traps,
The man who on himself can put limits
and restraints is a winner,
Because anger turns a monk into a monster
and a saint into a sinner,
Mind is more elusive and capricious than
a highly raved jackrabbit,
It can become a master of morality
otherwise a slave to bad habits,
Times will come when the going gets hard
and you are trapped by doubts,
When it rains all day and ain’t no sunshine
piercing through the black clouds,
But never yield to the force and
Hrim Shah, SLS12
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Obsessed

Looking through you,
Looking through them;
Silence kept, above words
As we battle with mind’s mayhem.
If you call us lonely
Misinterpreted you sure are;
Contemplating what’s inside us,
All we decided was to stay afar.
Neither are we depressed
Nor in attitude are we possessed.
In the end all we are,
Is truly ‘Self- Obsessed’

Ahad Saiyed, SLS12

Durva Vyas, SLS10

Maurya Kadia, SLS10

Dixit Patel, SLS09
Namrata Bhadania, SLS12
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LS Scaling Heights



Jainisha Chavda published an editorial
called “The Leadership Sagacity" in the
online journal International Affairs Forum
by Center for International Relations, a
Washington D.C based NGO.



Ritika Anuranjana presented a paper titled
"Human Resources: An Exigent Need For
Success in the Health Sector" at the IIT Delhi festival, Tryst 2013.



Karishma Padhya presented a paper titled
"Self Help Groups (SHGs):Feminist Paradigm For Rural Women Empowerment" at
IIT Delhi festival, Tryst 2013.

Divya Bhaskar
(City Bhaskar, Ahmedabad Edition)
on 21st March, 2013,
Page no. 01

Divya Bhaskar
(City Bhaskar, Ahmedabad Edition)
on 19th March, 2013,
Page no. 01
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LS Reaches Out to Academia

Dr. Nigam Dave

Attended the Interactive Meet on
‘Showcasing Victoria, Melbourne’ hosted by CII
at Courtyard Marriott on March 12, 2013 with Mr.
Kishlaya Misra. The meet was addressed by H.E.
High Commissioner Australia to India and the
Commissioner, Victoria as well as AIBC Leaders.
The interaction focused on the collaboration opportunities between Melbourne and Gujarat
based organizations.

Dr. Tanushri Banerjee

As mandated by Electricity Act 2003 Gujarat Electricity Board (GEB), an Indian electrical
services public sector organization, reorganized
in April 2005 into initially six Companies. The
power generation activities were transferred to
GSECL (Gujarat State Electricity Corporation
Limited).GSECL has implemented an Enterprise
system (ERP) to support its business processes
called the e-Urja project. In this paper we have
analyzed using a structured questionnaire the
experience shared by the employees at GSECL
who are also the end users of the system across
various functional teams about workflow and
process improvement for better decision making
via the e-Urja platform.

Dr. Himani Baxi
Research paper titled ‘Tax Revenue and
Expenditure: A Causality Test for Gujarat State’
has been published in GUJARISSH, A bi annual
refereed International Publication, Vol 1, No. 1,
July - December 2012, ISSN: 23198923
Abstract: The paper tests the causality between government expenditure and tax revenue
of Gujarat state for the period of 1985 to 2010. The
empirical analysis employs unit root test, cointegration and VAR model for examining the causality between tax revenue and expenditure. The
results indicate that the bidirectional causality
exist between the two variable which will have
important fiscal implications for developing
states like Gujarat.

Presented a paper on “Impacting the Business Value Chain Model via the Enterprise System” and chaired a technical session “Strategy II”
at ICTBM (International Conference of Technology and Business Management) at the American
University in the Emirates (AUE) in Dubai on the
20th of March 2013.
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LS Reaches Out to Academia

Dr. Ritu Sharma
Conducted training session on Team
Work in Organizations on 1st March 2013 for
Electrical Sub Inspectors in association with
Office of Chief Electrical Inspector (CEI) Gujarat
State, Gandhinagar organized by Department of
Electrical Engineering, School of Technology,
Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University.

Dr. Prashanta Panda
Presented a paper titled “Empowering Inclusion in Value Chains by Promoting Entrepreneurship” in ‘The National Seminar on Entrepreneurship and Inclusive Growth’, organized by the
Department of Commerce, NEHU University,
Shillong, Dt: 21 and 22 March 2013.
Abstract: Growth is essential for survival
and a necessary precondition for development of
a nation. Sector specific thrusts emphasised during the planned intervention in the economy for
growth affects the distribution of development.
Balanced growth and Big Push Theory model led
by Paul Rosenstein Rodan and Unbalanced
Growth Theory by Hirschman laid two distinct
approaches to secure and lead growth. Now with
the integration of the world economy, the competitive mode of production for trade has become
survival mantra / strategy for growth. Consumption led growth is every time pushed further to
reach the economy’s production potential. Accommodative policy for raising growth and for its
continuance has replaced the acceptance of fall
of the economy size or business cycles. Credit
availability (with policy support) are used as influential resources to support growth and to

counter any activities to derail growth. The Theory of Circular Causation by Myrdal talks about
positive spread effects of different stages of development between regions and also warned against
the backwash effects in backward areas and traditional sectors due to modern sectors. So, economic factors need to incorporate social relations
while analyzing factors causing change from initial conditions. It is now more case of more balanced and clear stand of government to facilitate
capitalism system to deliver social justices. And
the policy makers can no more ignore the opportunity cost of growth, environmental and ecological sustenance of the present adopted approach
to growth. The constraints in the employment
scenario of the present Indian economy, looking
at the employment elasticity and employment
growth are discussed in this paper. The paper
states the challenging activities and role of state
and local bodies, institutions and corporate houses in the capitalist system for promoting entrepreneurism to be inbuilt part of the development
model so that rural agricultural set up can be integrated into the prosperous markets.
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pcoming Events



School of Liberal Studies Admissions for undergraduate and post graduate programs for batch 2013 soon to be announced. Kindly refer to
www.sls.pdpu.ac.in for the regular updates.



School of Liberal Studies is organizing National Seminar on
‘Interdisciplinary Approaches to Knowledge’ 4-5 April 2013.

PANDIT DEENDAYAL PETROLEUM UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES
Off Koba—Gandhinagar Highway
Raisan, Gandhinagar, 382007
Gujarat, India
Phone: +91 79 23275231 Fax: +91 79 23275030
Visit us at: www.sls.pdpu.ac.in

